June 28, 2018 – Membership Update Chris Vochoska, Membership Chair, 665-5860/crvochoska@aeraenergy.com
June Mtg: 82 (50 members/32 guests) http://bakersfield.assp.org 7/3-Bkrstfl Chapter-435 incl/27 Student Members

Welcome New Members: Bethany Barnhart—Columbia Southern/C&J Energy Services; Ivan Hinjoja-JTS Modular; Melissa Layman-Vaquero Energy; Fabian Martin-Chevron; David Moeller-Eastern Kentucky University/JT3; Jared Renner—Chevron;

Recent Membership Renewals – THANK YOU

Isabel Bravo—Wonderful Citrus
Chuck Cartwright—EBB Natural Resources
Stephanie Hall–Aera Energy LLC
Sean Moyna—ARB
Reed Schwer-Baker Hughes
Heath Taylor—Wonderful Company

Matt Bunde—CA Water Service
Mike Cervantes—Airstreams
Bob LeRoy—Leroy Electrical Enterprises
Gil Quevedo–KSB Pumps Inc.
Donald Sullivan—Columbia Southern/KS Industries
Andrew Tiznado–RLH Fire Protection

Robby Deford
Chris
Eric Castillo
Tracy Calastro
Becky Bloomfield
Bob Boston
Ryan Dawley
Robby Deford
Michele Diltz–7/31
Paul Esquivel–7/31
Erick Farruggia–7/31
Dave Flores–6/30
Bob French–7/31
Richard Gibson–8/31
Archie Gilliss–7/31
Andrew Giurlani–8/31
Birldiana Gonzalez–6/30
Hal Goudtre–7/31
S Aaron Hege–8/31
Ray Hunt–7/31

Jon Irriart–7/31
Dianne L Johnston–7/31
Ed Kennedy–7/31
Greg Knittel–7/31
Ken Koop–8/31
Ryan Krugman–8/31
Adalin Llerenas–Acevedo 8/31
Brad Noblitt–7/31
Stephen Loo–8/31
Laura Matthieu–8/31
Toney Mejia–8/31
Mike Oswald–8/31
Steve Ramsey–8/31
Grant Sackewitz–7/31
Angel Sahagun–8/31
Yolanda Samano–Schroeder 6/30
Tom Svare–8/31
Jordan Thompson–7/31
Hazel M Turner–8/31
Steven West–7/31
Jim Zaben–7/31
Kirk A Zwicky–8/31

Renewal Reminders - Renew at http://members.assp.org


5/31: Jose Abrica/Justin Anspach/Chris Brand/Greg Dersno/Marco Diaz/Jesse Hernandez/Don Springfield

If you are in a job loss/transitio and your membership is up for renewal, the Society has a bridging provision available. Don’t let your membership expire. For more information, contact Chris Vochoska.

32 Guests in June - We Love Having Guests!

Mustafa Al-Azzam—NuSil
Kevin Banks—NuSil
Mike Beary—Quanta
Fernando Benavides—Quanta
Mark Berchem
Ruben Berumen—Direct Safety
Steve Bohn—Liberty Partners
Pete Buntmann—Crimson Rsrce Mgmt
Cole Cates—Pacific Power/PPI
Michael Chaudry—Aflac
Chelsea C. Horsey—Goodwill

Jerrell Isom—MidCal
Agustin Lopez—Continental L&SR
Tim McNally—Hanna, Brophy
Laura Medrano—KVS Transportation
David Mersereau—KVS Transportation
Steve Nixon—Crimson Resrce Mgmt.
Joey Perez—Toleman & Wiker
Ian Perry—Creative Concepts
Don Powelson—Hanna, Brophy
Roger Putman—Total Western Inc.
Floyd Reading—TempServ

Julie Redenius—KVS Transportation
David Reed—Braun Electric
Trenae Rich—NuSil
Xochilt Rodarte—Tolman & Wiker
Joe Sheppard—PL Environmental
Chris Smithen—IES
Allison Sweaney—KVS Transportation
Joseph Valdez Jr.—ACT-1
Joel Van Horn—NuSil
Carlos Zepeda—NuSil Technology

Congratulations for successfully advancing your professional development!

Matt Bunde with California Water Service recently completed the requirements to become a Certified Safety Professional® (CSP)
Phil Clarke with KS Industries recently completed the requirements to become an Associate Safety Professional® (ASP)
Alex Holmes with Holmes Western Oil Corporation recently completed the requirements to become a Certified Safety Professional® (CSP)
Donald Sullivan with KS Industries recently completed the requirements to become an Associate Safety Professional® (ASP)

Let us know about your professional development successes too! - Certification info at www.bcsp.org

Common Membership Questions
1. Do I have to be an engineer to join ASSP? Answer: No
A better name for the organization would probably be the American Society of EHS Professionals. There are different categories of membership.

2. Do I have to be a “full time” safety pro or be “certified” to be eligible for membership in ASSP? Answer: No

Job Opportunities recently communicated through the Bakersfield Chapter of ASSP


Compiling a list of those who attended Safety 2018 in San Antonio (June 3-6):
Isabel Bravo, Jarib Cokerel, Terry Ellis, David Leach, Albert Lopez, Gloria Miranda, Jose Perez, Sandra Sanchez, Mick Swen
Let Chris know if you (or someone you know) who attended – thanks.